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In the thirdl book of the Peleg Chronicles, Loresmen weaves the heroes of Hradcanny into a

tapestry of danger, hope, and providence. They are pursued by their enemies in a society that

increasingly departs from truth as it falls away from the one true God. They must defend their faith

before the high counselor, tread carefully at the King's table, wield their weapons bravely in the

arena, and fight against giants, evil priests, and dragons. These great heroes take up the sword as

guardians and protectors, yet trust not in their weapons, but in the King of Kings who is their

constant help in trouble. Through underground passages and along Hradcanny's rooftop sky-road,

in the wilderness and upon the sea, the battle for God's Word in the hearts and souls of men rages

on. Our heroes, the keepers of God's word, His loresmen, must continue in faith, strengthened by

the testimonies of the brethren before them, and by the witness that they shall leave behind.
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I had mixed feelings with the arrival of Matthew Harding's third and final book of the Peleg

Chronicles, Loresmen. I was excited that all of the mysteries were to be solved and all my questions

answered, but also saddened that my adventures with the characters I have grown to love were

about to end. However, I couldn't have asked for a better conclusion to this amazing series! The

book is exciting all the way through, but it's the ending that really blew me away. This is one of the

most amazing finales I have ever experienced in any book--and I've read quite a few. Mr. Harding is



obviously becoming a more seasoned writer with every book. So, although Harding's characters

have ended, the memories I have of them are very much alive. The nobleness of McDougal, the

faithfulness of Fergus, child-like faith of Oded, Thiery's steadfastness in what he believes, and the

fearlessness of Gimcrack (just kidding '), are all qualities that I find myself striving for as I go

throughout my day. So, I have to personally thank Matthew Harding for giving me such godly

examples in his books--something that is becoming harder and harder to find in modern Christian

fiction. I give Mr. Harding's book five stars for, not only its thrilling action and professional quality,

but for his faithfulness in weaving biblical truths and scripture throughout. Thank you Mr. Harding,

and I am looking forward to seeing what other adventures you have in store for us!

We loved the concluding book of the Peleg Chronicles - but are sad that our journey has come to an

end. On request from my nine year-old daughter we have started again from book one and are

re-reading the series - this time with a greater appreciation of the characters that we have come to

know so well.I hear that Matt is working on another series, with different characters - we can't wait!

Fantastic series! I hope that we don't have to wait too long for more from Harding. I didn't just read

the three books in this series -- I chewed them up. They were more like food than books and

nourished my spirit and my sense of wonder. I have nothing but praise for this book and the series.

This is the final book in this series. I downloaded the first for free... and was excited about spending

my money(gasp!) for the other two. Uplifting books and demonstrated how to truly praise GOD in all

things and circumstances. can't wait to share with my daughter.

I seek more book series just like this one for it lifted my spirit. Helped me to keep all focus on Gods

mysteries and truths while enjoying a good yarn without getting caught up in a fantasy. Thank You

Brother.

Excellent book. We are using the kindle version on the TV screen to teach the children how to read.

It is working well. The book is well written, keeps their attention, is funny, and has many surprises.

Hollywood would do well to make the movie. We all enjoyed this book. It is a Christian book as well

which is a big plus. Thank you Mr. Harding.

This book has become a treasured ending to a wonderful series. I have read these books aloud to



my nine-year-old daughter and we have treasured them! They are hard to read for a nine-year-old

alone but the moments together are treasured for both of us. The character development is

exceptional and the introduction of new words is wonderful as well. The Godly themes throughout

the books are wonderful and I was so thrilled at the discussions that it brought between my daughter

and I! The ending was wonderful and very appropriate for the age group. You are a blessed writer

and I am so happy to have discovered your series. Thank you, and God bless you!

The Loresmen is the third and final book in Matthew Christian Harding's Peleg Chronicles. I read

this along with the other 2 books out loud to my 13 and 7 year old girls and they loved it. There are a

lot of good stories that we can read, but very few with such inspiring and godly people in them. Get

these 3 books, read them to your children and the whole family will be blessed.
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